September 20, 2011

Michigan Set to Track Children’s Weight

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The exam room is no longer private. Michigan Governor Rick Snyder “plans to order doctors in Michigan to provide the state with body weight information on all their children patients.” It’ll be stored in a state database for government analysis.

The Michigan Review says nothing yet proves that a weight monitoring database will help the problem. No matter. Once they get the data, they’ll use statistical smoke and mirrors to say it does.

Big government starts small. States force doctors to report vaccinations and now Michigan uses that requirement to push this one. Officials say children’s data will be stored without names, but that will not protect privacy. This is a big fat unthinkable intrusion. The public should say no, no, no. Let the opposition begin.

Listen again at healthfreedomminute.net.


The Health Freedom Minute is heard on 159 stations in 37 states, including afternoons on American Family Radio.